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Bravecto & Sentinel Savings in September!
Throughout the month of September, when you buy two doses of Bravecto you
can enter to win two FREE DOSES!
As some of you may know, we have taken our rebates online so they come off
the total the day you pick up your preventatives. Well, September 1st - October
15th those rebates have DOUBLED!

2 Doses of Bravecto- $20 Rebate
4 Doses of Bravecto- $50 Rebate
1 Box of Sentinel- $14 Rebate
2 Boxes of Sentinel - $50 Rebate
2 Doses of Bravecto & 1 Box of Sentinel- $50 Rebate
4 Doses of Bravecto & 2 Boxes of Sentinel - $100 Rebate

Get the most from a Veterinary Specialist appointment
Article from VCA hopitals

Internal medicine specialist Dr. Jodie Anderson provides tips on how to make
the most out of your initial consultation with a Veterinary Specialist

If your primary care veterinarian refers you to
a specialist, there's a good reason. Make the
most of that initial consultation with these
tips from internal medicine specialist Dr. Jode
Anderson at VCA Northwest Veterinary
Specialists in the Portland, Oregon metro
area.
Document your pet's health: "It's so helpful when a pet owner can give us specifics
about their pet's symptoms and a timeline that tells us how the condition has
progressed," says Dr. Anderson. "If your pet has been drinking excessively, for
example, how often and how much water intake is important. For how long has it
been happening? Ideally, we'd love notes with specific days and times - and any
patterns you've noticed. If your pet has been on medications, what did you notice
about your pet's health and behavior while they were taking the medication?"
"This kind of specific information gives us a clearer picture of how things have been
progressing, so we can make more informed decisions about what to do next," She
says.
It's also important for your veterinary specialist to have the exact names and
dosages of any medications and supplements your pet is taking. She or he will want
to know what food your pet eats. And you should bring the names of veterinary
practices where your pet previously received care. "With so many veterinary
practices offering digital access to your pet's health records, you may have all your
pet's medical history easily available, which is great," says Dr. Anderson. "But if not,
we'll use the information you provide to request records from the veterinary
practices you've visited."

"We really want too know anything that will help us deliver the care
your pet needs. If your pet tends to be anxious, or has any other specific
needs, that's important to our approach," she says. Bring any recent
health information to the appointment, too, Dr. Anderson says. "If your
pet had a test run in the past week, we may not have that information
from your primary care veterinarian yet. If you have the results and we
can see them right away that can speed things up."
Ask some follow up questions : If your primary care veterinarian
suggested a referral, there's a good reason. Maybe she or he thinks
that your pet may need a specific procedure that they feel
uncomfortable preforming. Maybe your pet needs advanced diagnostic
testing that requires equipment that your primary care doesn't have.
Or maybe your primary care veterinarian believes that your pet would
benefit from ongoing specialty treatment. Understanding the reason
behind the referral helps you know what the next steps may look like.
Talk about the costs: Your primary care veterinarian may not be able
to give you an accurate ballpark estimate, so it's best to talk with your
specialist about the financial side of the equation as you work together
to decide what to do. Of course, you're not committing to the next
steps by going to the specialty appointment. Your initial consultation
with a specialist helps you understand what options are available and
gives you a chance to ask questions and explore the best path for you
and your pet.

Think about your goals and questions: You may chose to visit a specialist to
make sure you have all the available information about your pet's care options.
Or maybe it's not clear what's wrong with your pet, and what you want is a
clear diagnosis. The more you can tell your specialist about what you want to
do - or don't want to do- the clearer the path forward.
"I recommend you write down your key goals and questions before your
appointment," says Dr. Anderson, "It's common to feel anxious, and we want to
be sure you leave with the answers and information you need."
Remember, this is medicine, not magic: Just like with human care, some
health problems are tricky to figure out. (Harder even, than human care
because our pets can't just tell us how they're feeling.) Making a difficult
diagnosis is a process that can take time. With all the information your
bringing - and all the data the team gathers from examinations and
diagnostics- the specialist will identify the most likely issues, and work to
confirm or eliminate them. That could mean multiple tests and multiple visits.
If the next step is a procedure of some kind, the specialty practice will
schedule that after they've met with you, talked about the options, and
confirmed that you want to move ahead. And the complexity of a difficult
health issue means that you and your pet's care team may switch paths as you
get more information.
"Sometimes we even learn things from diagnostic tests that suggest another
specialist's expertise would be valuable. So it's possible you could get referred
again. If that happens remember, we're just trying to get you to the person who
has the most knowledge and experience with your pet's specific condition.",
says Dr. Anderson.

8 Signs Your Pet Needs to See the Emergency Vet
Taking your pet to the emergency vet can be an extremely stressful and
frightnening for all pet owners. However, this trip is sometimes necessary to
save your pet's life.
Signs of serious injury, shock and bloat are all signs that your pet needs to see
an emergency vet immediatley. In addition, poisoning, breathing difficulties
and exteme cases of vomitting and diarrhea are also causes to make a quick
trip to the emergency vet.
In this article we will be explaining what the eight signs that a pet needs to see
an emergency vet looks like. We will also be explaning when it's usually ok for
you to book an appointment with your primary vet.

When Should You See an Emergency Vet: You should take your pet to the
emergency vet any time that your pet seems to be in serious distress. This could
be signs of a serious injury or pain, or this could be signs of serious internal
problems. Internal issues are usually exhibited in the form of extreme vomiting
and diarrhea. However, sometimes neurological signs of an internal problems
can be present as well (ex. Head pressing, disorientation ect.)

#

Here are the eight signs that your pet needs to see an emergency vet. These include a
vartiety of medical emergencies that would require immediate veterinary attention. It is
important to note that if your pet seems to be having a serious problem, but their symptoms
are not included in this list, you should still call your emergency vet. This is because you pet
could still be having a medical emergency, and an emergency vet will be able to direct you
in the right direction when it comes to giving your pet proper care.

1. Your Pet Has a Swollen Abdomen (and it Feels Hard to the Touch)
Having a pet with a distended stomach is a sign of bloat, or GDV, and this is a
medical emergency that requires surgery as soon as possible. Bloat occurs
when the stomach twists on itself and fills up with air, which eventually also
cuts off a pet's blood supply. GDV is much more common in dogs than it is
with cats, and large dogs such as Great Danes are the most at risk for
developing this condition.
2. Your Pet Has Eaten Something Toxic
There are many different foods that can be toxic to both dogs and cats, and it
can become a very serious problem depending on what they ingest. Things
like cleaning products tend to be more dangerous than toxic foods, but both
can be life threatening. It is important to call your emergency vet before
making the trip over there. This is because you may need to do some things
with a vet's direction before going there such as inducing vomiting.
3. There is Blood in Your Pet's Vomit, Urine or Feces
Blood is never a good thing to see in your pet's vomit, urine or feces.
Sometimes this can be a sign of some more minor complications such as a UTI
when blood is found in urine. However, it can also be a sign of a medical
emergecy in pets as well.

4. Your Pet is Vomiting Excesssively
Excessive vomiting can not only be a sign of a medical emergency in our pets,
but it can also cause cause a medical emergency in the form of severe
dehydration as well. As a result if your pet's vomtiing is worrisome, excessive, or
seems to have been going on for a long time then you should seek emergency
veterinary attention.
5. Your Pet is Showing Signs of Shock
Shock is a state in dogs and cats that requires immediate emergency vet
attention. This is usually caused by extreme truama, heat stroke and even
extreme causes of vomitting or diarrhea in small or young dogs and cats. Some
signs of shock to look out for include:
A fast heart rate
Pale gums
Signs of severe dehydration
Signs of extremely low blood sugar
A slow breathing rate
Small dogs, puppies and kittens are most at risk for developing shock. However
even large dogs can go into shock in extreme cases such as being struck by a
car. It is crucial that you take your pet to the emergency vet immediatley if you
notice any signs of shock.
6. Your Pet is Showing Signs of Extreme Pain
Exteme pain is also a valid cause for taking your pet to the emergency vet.
Although extreme pain could easily be caused by an injury, it can be a sign of
other conditions as well. It is always a good idea to take your dog to the vet if
you believe they are in pain, especially if that pain seems to be severe.
7. Your Pet Has a Serious Injury
Pets sustaining serious injuries should always be taken to the emergency vet
immediately. Things like broken bones and open wounds can cause extreme
pain, and things like blood loss, shock and extreme dehydration can quickly
develop. This is especially true if the pet is young or particularly small.

8. Your Pet is Struggling to Breathe
Breathing problems can be a sign of a medical emergency in both dogs
and cats, and you should take your pet to the emergency vet immediately
if you notice that they are struggling to breathe. This includes abnormal
breathing in dogs with known medical conditions that could affect their
breathing such as brachycephalic airway syndrome in some dogs.
When to Call a Regular Vet Clinic
We have talked about the eight signs that you need to take your pet to the
emergency vet, but what about when you can just book a normal vet
appointment? Emergency vets are designated for medical emergencies
only, so if your pet is not going through a potentially life threatening
condition then it is safe to say you can book an appointment with your
regular vet. However, you should never hesitate to call an emergency vet
if you are unsure if a situation is a medical emergency or not. They will be
able to let you know their level of concern and point you in the right
direction for giving your pet the best care possible.

Did You Know?
The #1 Selling Dog Breed in the United States is

The Labrador Retriever
The Labrador Retriever or simply Labrador is a British breed of
retriever gun dog. It was developed in the United Kingdom from
fishing dogs imported from the colony of Newfoundland, and was
named after the Labrador region of that colony.

Bravecto & Sentinel Promotion
Sept 1st- Oct 15th!
Our Rebates are DOUBLED through this time period.
feel free to ask us about these awesome deals!

Dr. Leah's Corner

The number of fearful dogs seen in veterinary clinics has taken an
alarming upward spike. This results in a dramatic increase in the
risk for bite injuries to everyone, from children to postal workers,
to veterinary staff. I cannot stress enough the importance of good
puppy handling, socialization, and obedience training. We are
fortunate enough to have several resources in our area for puppy
socialization and puppy classes. Wuff Da Kennels, Grand Forks
Dog training Club, and Carefree Canines are a few we recommend.
While we don't often see kitten classes, the same principles of
good kitten handling and socialization are essential to kitten
development as well. Class Act Cats is a wonderful resource for cat
behavior concerns. As pet owners and pet health care workers we
all have a responsibility to raise healthy, confident, outgoing and
friendly pets.

What to Expect at a Cat Friendly Practice

Cat Friendly Attitude : The veterinary team is trained to speak softly, avoid direct
eye contact with your cat, and move slowly. The know these actions help keep you cat
calm and feeling in control. If any team member sees your cat becoming stressed or
anxious, they will pause the checkup, let your cat take a break, and resume when she
is calmer.
Educated Staff: Each cat friendly practice has at least one Cat Advocate who
ensures all team members are trained to understand and handle them gently and
respectfully. They can answer all of your questions and explain the specific catfriendly procedures at the practice.
Gentle Handling: Team members use a "less is more" approach when examining
your cat, without using heavy restraint which could frighten, stress, or arouse your
cat. Your cat's checkup may take place on the floor, table or in the veterinarian's lap
wherever your cat is more comfortable.
Advice Specific to Cats: Cat Advocates provide you with feline-specific tips, like how
to get your cat comfortable with the carrier before the visit. they can also advise you
on how to transport your cat to the veterinary office in a way to reduce stress
associated with the visit for both you and your cat.

Practices Designed with Cats in Mind
The Waiting Area: Each cat friendly practice has a waiting area just for cats or an
alternative to decrease waiting room stress (i.e. cat - only appointment times,
brining your cat to right to the exam room, ect.). This allows your cat to stray away
from the sight, sound, and smell of other animals. Cat Friendly Practices know these
can cause anxiety for cats.
Maximizing Cat Comfort: Look for areas off the ground where you can place your
cat carrier; separate cat entrances and resources; soft mats or towels on exam
tables are a few examples of special enhancements may cat friendly practices offer.
The hospitalization and Boarding Areas : If your cat needs to stay at the
practice for a longer period of times, cat friendly practices ensure they are as
comfortable as possible. They have soft bedding and "safe havens" or hiding spots
where your cat can retreat to feel safe. These types of features help reduce your
cats stress while she is hospitalized or recovering from a procedure.

